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About This Game

An immersive, animated VR film. Crafted by the artists, animators and storytellers of Penrose Studios, “The Rose And I” is
about loneliness, friendship, love, and loss. Come meet a lonely Rose living in the unlikeliest of places, and join her as she

transports you to a brand new universe.
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Publisher:
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Good game if you got it on sale.. how tf do you rate a benchmarking test

it does it's job. Hi, I have played this game for a while now, and this is pretty great. The combat is cool, and complex. My only
gripe is that their should be more challenge levels, and the challenge levels based around rocket riding are irritating. great game
though.. Quality game.
+Buy Leather's video games.
SQUADALA out of 10.. Just starting the game was, uh, nauseating.
The slight mouse movement was all over the place, I had to turn down my mouse sensitivity dramaticly.
The animations are stiff and the models are ugly.
The lighting made me feel sick.
The immediate death of a woman is so boring, disappointing, and disgusting. I didn't want to go any further after that. You can
do better.. Instantly hooked, hoping for more updates and content :) Need more planets - to colonize and a chance to actually co-
exist with aliens , but really good - surprised actually.
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its just a fun little dlc for the game thats free that will add a few extra hours of fun into the game and not much more, but
overall theres no reason to not play it. quot;Amaze"ingly bad

Pros:
Can be completed in under an hour.
50 levels for $.50 so 1 penny per level isn't bad with the steam coupon.

Cons:
Horrible repetitive background music
Background graphics that make it hard to see sometimes.
Controls could be much better, but instead you get stuck around corners.
Does not drop all the cards despite 100 completion and the fact I paid for the game.. Subsiege is an interesting take on the RTS
genre, sports some unique mechanics (like the oxygen timer and the underground leviathan) with some MOBA elements
sprinkled on top. The underwater setting is surprisingly fresh, the gameplay can get very intense! The only problem is that it's
hard to find a match sometimes!. build the full game, her indoors loves it and would buy all day

. Surprisingly good for an indie game. I hope the creator makes a part 3.
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